ABC eGate
Face it and walk your way into the future.

Contactless Passenger Interaction
The Automated Border Control eGate processes travellers in a fast, intuitive and secure way, capable
of addressing all exceptions in the self-service immigration flow.
It is a reliable unit where all core components, including the face capture unit, fingerprint scanner, travel
document reader, display, door mechanisms and sensors are protected by metal vandal-proof encasings
and panels.
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ABC eGate

Flexibility and modularity
The ABC eGate flexible design supports multiple configurations, namely one-step or two-step workflow, with
mantrap or single-door setup. The eGate customisation also enable the inclusion of optional modules, such
as a fingerprint scanner.

Integrated solution
The ABC eGate integrates with Orchestra platform taking advantage of its business process orchestration
features, such as the business rules management, remote real-time monitoring with Inspector application,
integration with external border management systems and watchlists, data security and privacy.

High throughput
Designed and engineered to quickly process eligible travellers while maintaining and exceeding all international
security standards. Optimises the document reading, biometric capture and matching processes, ensuring
short transactions and high throughput.

Seamless user experience
Devised for a truly seamless experience, the ABC eGate offers a smooth and continuously integrated traveller-centric
flow, combining data from different systems for the highest level of security, and a modern experience for travellers,
supported the best-in-class interface introducing an exceptional human factor with new personalized engagement
based on state-of-the-art Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality technologies.
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